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Paper Blooms 

Paper Blooms are fabulous for dressing up gift wrapping, creating custom home décor, and setting a 

festive tone for any celebration. Given the range of Stampin’ Up! cardstock colors, you are sure to find 

just the color you  need! This guide is designed to help you turn 2-3/8 scallop circle punches into little 

individual blooms or one large flower. 

 

The idea for these flowers was not all my own…I first learned about making these flowers from Lisa 

Pretto, a respected direct sales trainer and a successful Stampin’ Up! demonstrator.  

 

Supplies needed to make Paper Blooms: 

 2-3/8” Scallop Circle Punch (118874) 

 Paper Piercing Tool (126189) 

 Stampin’ Pierce Mat (126199) 

 Brads (an y ones will work including the Candy Dots Brads Bases, item 132293) 

 Cardstock in a color or colors of your choosing 

 Paper Crimper (not available from Stampin’ Up!) 

 

Have questions as you create some paper blooms of your own?  
Please email me – I’m happy to help! kerry@stampgoodness.com 
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Creating Basic Paper Blooms  
(adapted from Lisa Pretto) 

 
 
 
 

1. Use your 2-3/8” Scallop Circle punch to cut 2 or 3 scallop circles 
2. Run your circles through the crimper about a dozen times making sure to rotate the circles each 

time (ridges should be vertical as you re-insert into the crimper) 
3. Once edges begin to split, gently pull apart each cardstock circle so you end up with two pieces 
4. Stack together either 4 or 6 of the new circles – I stack mine with with the smooth sides facing 

out and the rough sides facing in 
5. Take your Paper Piercing Tool and poke a hole in the center of your stack 
6. Insert a brad into the hole you just created 
7. Beginning with the top circle, scrunch up the circles into the center 
8. After scrunching up all pieces, fluff up your bloom 
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You may want to experiment with bloom sizes 
before doing a whole lot of paper punching. The 
Wisteria Wonder bloom was made from 3 scallop 
circles (6 pieces once seperated) and the multi-
color bloom (Strawberry Slush and Daffodil 
Delight) was created from just 2 scallop circles (4 
pieces once seperated).  The Wisteria Wonder 
bloom definitely has some additional depth and 
fluff to it, however, for the next project, the 
smaller size multi-color bloom worked best. 
 
  

 
  
 

Creating a Big Bloom for Gift Wrapping 
(Came up with this one on my own…images on next page) 

 
Additional supplies needed:  
Sticky Strip 
Ribbon of your choosing 
New hair-tie or hair elastic 
 

1. Make 6 small blooms in a color or colors of your choosing 
2. Cut one 2-3/8” scallop circle in a shade of green and cut 3 leaves from the same color 

 
Good to Know – Stampgoodness Tip:  
To create leaves, punch out a plain circle and then take the circle and slide it back into your hole 
punch until you see a leaf shape form – when this occurs, punch again! You can then fold the 
shape in half to add some dimension and you might even score on some leaf veins. Vary the leaf 
sizes for this project. 
 

3. Use a hot glue gun to attach the leaves to the green scallop circle and then adhere five of your 
blooms to it – before the glue dries, adjust as needed 

4. Continuing to use your hot glue gun, attach the 6th bloom on top of the others 
5. After selecting the appropriate size gift box from the Stampin’ Up! collection, cut a piece of 

ribbon long enough to be knotted around the box 
6. Tie the ribbon to a new hair-tie such that you will be able to slide the ribbon easily on and off 

the box 
7. Using Sticky Strip and a scrap of paper attach the bloom over the hair-tie and trim excess ribbon 

if needed – IMPORTANT: You do not want to place the Sticky Strip on such that it touches the 
hair elastic 

8. Create a coordinating gift tag and add it to the package 
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For the project shown, I used Strawberry Slush, Daffodil Delight and Garden Green cardstock. The ribbon 
is the Chevron ribbon in Smoky Slate. The box is the Extra Large Gift Box from the 2013 Holiday Catalog. 

 
 

Again, if you have questions as you create these projects, please be in contact!   
I’m happy to help! Email me: kerry@stampgoodness.com 

 


